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Office Online services provide you with a web browser to view and save your documents. When you use the Office Online service or the Office Web Apps, web content you view and save will be collected and sent back to Microsoft to help power the services. This also includes Windows Live, a service that allows you to sign in to Office 365 and other
Microsoft services with your account information. For more information about how we use this data, please see the Microsoft privacy statement. The Office.com services are used to power other services, such as the Microsoft Exchange Online services. Exchange Online provides services that allow you to access and manage your email through web-
based services. Exchange Online also provides feedback and performance information that tells us how the services perform and how you are using them. We use the information for purposes including improving the services, minimizing downtime, fixing problems, testing functionality, providing customer support, security, and managing resources.

For more information about how we use data collected from the Exchange Online services, please see the Microsoft privacy statement. Windows Media Player is a graphical user interface (GUI) for playing and managing the content of a wide variety of audio, video, and other multimedia files, in either single or multiple files or streams. Some features of
Windows Media Player allow the use of technology to automatically restrict the playing of copyrighted content. Features on WMP may require communication with a web server to display a VLC-like interface, these features help provide an automatic content-restrictions-enforcing client-server protocol. Should a WMP feature reject a request for content,

it will return a proprietary message to the requesting application, leaving open the possibility for content filtering to detect the content. This feature may report what content was rejected using a series of XML files, which can be sent back to the server. This feature could be used to compile a record of file names that WMP reports as being restricted
from playback. This information can be used to correlate file names to infringing content.
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when you use one of the microsoft-powered experiences on your microsoft account, microsoft can: send you a notification, provide you with a coupon, allow you to unlock and install a microsoft app or game or to purchase an in-app item, provide you with in-app tips to help you learn more about the microsoft-powered experience, and provide you with app or game
recommendations based on your use of the microsoft-powered experience, which includes your past actions, items you have purchased, activities you have engaged in, content you have viewed, actions you have taken, and other bing user information and interactions you have had in the past. microsoft uses cookies and other similar technologies, including local
storage, to help us provide a better online experience. we also use cookies and similar technologies to help us gain insight into how users interact with the product and how it is performing. this enables us to make improvements to the product in a timely manner. we also use cookies to enhance the performance of our site by storing preferences on your device.

additionally, we may use cookies to make it easier for you to log in or use certain features on the site. if you would like to learn more about the types of cookies used on the microsoft sites you visit, see understanding cookies. if you disable all cookies some features of the site may not operate as you expect them to. you can also interact with windows media player
using the windows.xbox app on windows.xbox consoles and windows 10 pcs. media content streamed through the windows.xbox app may also be recorded, stored, and may be played back as soon as the next xbox console system (xbox console) boots up. content recorded and stored during offline sessions using the windows.xbox app may be uploaded to cloud

storage and may be played back on a windows.xbox console. 5ec8ef588b
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